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the fact that without the Republicans there would have been
no Bonaparte president and (presumably) no Second Empire.
Louis Napoleon indeed made many blunders in his life,
but he also showed great political sagacity, and never more
than when he grasped the fact that his real support, or at
least his original support, must come from the Left; that only
as the champion of popular sovereignty and of revolutionary
tradition could he hope to gain power; that to the champions
of legitimism he would appear a presumptuous upstart; to
the believer in Guizot and Parliamentarianism a disturber of
established institutions, a stormy petrel in the field of European
politics. As to the use he would make of the powers entrusted
to him by the popular vote, that was another matter; and in-
deed it is doubtful if he had any clear ideas himself: he seems
to have been essentially the opportunist, the " arriviste who
has arrived," in Mr Guedalla's phrase, and who scarcely knows
what to do next. It could again scarcely be anticipated that
the nephew of the Emperor would base his foreign policy on
hostility to Russia, the one comparatively friendly Power to
Napoleon L, and on friendship with England.
The failure of the Second Republic thus lies mainly in the
absence of a coherent philosophy on the part of its defenders,
of a philosophy that would have made them recoil from the
conception that autocracy in any form might possibly lead to
liberty, especially an autocracy incarnate in a Bonaparte, but
even apart from him. It is not enough to proclaim a belief in
" the people " and in freedom ; there must be a clear idea as
to how the people are to exercise power, how freedom is to be
guaranteed. Moreover, even democratic thought largely ignored
the increasingly urgent economic and social problem.
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